Dr. Dorman’s Rock Art Jeep Safari 1991

This year’s San Rafael Jeep Safari will be held on Saturday, September 28, 1991. This year’s all day adventure will begin with the rock art on the south side of Cedar Mountain, on to Buckhorn Flat and Buckhorn Draw. Lunch will be at the Buckhorn Campground. Please bring your own lunch and plenty to drink.

The afternoon will be spent at Head of Sinbad along I-70 and then to Dry Wash on the Moore cutoff.

We will meet at the CEU Museum at 8:00 a.m. and head south in convoy fashion on Highway 10. Please have your headlights on low beam. Helpful items to take include binoculars, a camera, a high wheel based vehicle and a full tank of gas. This year’s trip involves very little walking.

Advance registration is required and a $5.00 per person (age 12+) donation is requested. Dr. Dorman asks that this year’s group consist of first time safari people, so if you have already been on this trip please refrain from signing up.

Registration Form - San Rafael Jeep Safari Field Trip

I, the undersigned wish to participate with the CEU Prehistoric Museum in the September 28 Auto Field Trip. I understand that the museum cannot be held liable for any loss, accident, or injury that may occur during this trip. I also understand that I will be responsible for my own vehicle and the people riding in it. There is no limit to the number of people I may bring in that vehicle providing it is within the means of the law and is no hazard to the driver.

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State _______
Zip ______________ Phone __________
Number of people __________________
Amount enclosed $ ________________
Please donate $5.00 per person 12 years of age and older.

Mail form to: CEU Museum
451 East 400 North
Price, Utah 84501
(801) 637-5060

CEU’s Museum Objective
From the beginning, CEU Museum has had one aim and one objective: to preserve and display prehistoric artifacts pertaining to the geology and archaeology of Utah-more specifically, those of Eastern Utah-in an effort to add to the educational and cultural values of society.
I will support the objectives of the museum and do my part to preserve the past by not collecting artifacts.
Signed ____________________________
CEU MUSEUM

Presents

BOMA JOHNSON

Boma Johnson, BLM Archaeologist in Yuma, Arizona, will present a slide lecture titled, "Geoglyphs, Petroglyphs and other Communicative Symbols in the Lower Colorado River Basin." He is the author of "EARTH FIGURES of the Lower Colorado and Gila River Deserts: A Function Analysis."

His theme will concentrate on what has been learned from Native Americans and other sources about the meaning of various rock art designs and geoglyphs found in the west. He will also introduce several symbols related to creation epics which are common to many different cultures of the world. Of special interest will be a discussion on geoglyphs which are giant prehistoric land pictures found in the Mohave Desert.

This lecture is scheduled for Sept. 13 at 7 p.m. in Room 7 of Price City Hall. It is free and open to the public.

Mohave Geoglyph
"The Fisherman" 11m x 19m